When Publishers meet Europeana

Room Symmetrie 1
Hall 8.1
Thursday 13th October
10 to 14:30

Discuss the benefits of a new route to users and the issues of opening up your data
Programme

Why contribute to europeana?

1. Case studies: Brill, Pearson, Libreka

2. European benefits to publishers

How to contribute to Europeana?

1. Technical requirements and solutions found by the potential contributors.

Risks and Rewards of Open Metadata;

1. Europeana's explanation of its Data Exchange Agreement

2. Listing of the Risks and Rewards for the Publishers

Speakers will include Jill Cousins, Director of Europeana, Ronald Schild, Director of MvB (Libreka); Simon Juden, Pearson Publishing and Sam Bruinsma, Brill Publishing.